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HI! I’M LLOYD PITT

A USER EXPERIENCE AND PRODUCT DESIGNER

I’m a creative designer with a strong technical background and experience of
applying design processes across multiple disciplines including digital,
industrial and manufacturing. Enthusiastic and rigorous problem solver, as
supported by industry and academic achievements. Experienced in end-to-end
management of in-depth projects, both academic and professional, working
collaboratively and independently. Looking for an opportunity to work on
connected experiences across physical, digital and user experience design
projects.

136 Vartry Road, Manor House, London, N15 6HA
07411 35 27 27
hello@lloydpittdesign.co.uk
lloydpittdesign.co.uk

Experience

Education

3D Design Intern
July 2015 - Present

Industrial Design Intern
June 2014 - October 2014

Design Against Crime Research Centre, UAL, London

MA Industrial Design
Distinction

Collaborative project with Oslo Council, scoping and designing
interventions for the regeneration of a city district. Detailed research and
problem mapping, insight translation and concept generation for
presentation to various project stakeholders.

And Design, London
3-month placement with an award winning consultancy working on kitchen
products from concept to production. Iterative prototyping and problem
solving for injection moulded plastics manufacture.

2013 - 2015

BSc Industrial Product Design
First Class Honours
2006 - 2010

A-Level
Group Research Project
April 2014 - June 2014

Online Marketing Assistant
October 2011 - September 2013

Graduation Project
October 2009 - May 2010

Microsoft Envisioning, London

2004 - 2006

Live project with Microsoft Envisioning on the “Future of Work” in 20 years,
constructing design fictions based on technological trends and grounded
in ethnographic insight.

1999 - 2004

GCSE

Central Saint Martins, UAL, London
Highly creative and renowned course, focused on critical
experimentation, design thinking and user insight translation as a way of
informing an agile design process. Featured highly collaborative design
projects across disciplines and with industry.

Aston University, Birmingham
Consisted of numerous individual and group design projects, covering
topics including Design for Manufacture, Quality Engineering, Innovation
Management, Ergonomics, Market Analysis, Sustainability, and CAD.

Welshpool Sixth Form
A-Levels in Design Technology (B) Mathematics (C) and Physics (C)

Welshpool High School
10 GCSE passes (A*-B) including Technology (A*), Physics (A) and
Mathematics (B).
First language Welsh to grade B GCSE standard.

Emerson Control Techniques, Mid-Wales
Worked to improve, maintain and provide training for the company’s
website globally. Project managed and developed a new mobile
application for their largest ever product launch, attending exhibitions and
conferences in support of this.

Achievements
D&AD Commendation Awarded a Commendation for BBC Parcels, a response to a BBC
Student Awards sponsored user interface design brief aimed at improving the social and
2010

Concentric Pumps, Birmingham
Graduate degree project with a leading pump manufacturer, using Design
for Manufacture and Assembly techniques to improve design efficiency of
a fuel transfer pump by 20%.

sharing capabilities of its iPlayer product.

Product Design Prize for Best Aston University prize for performance in Final Year Product Design.
Overall Performance
2010

Engineering Technician
September 2008 - September 2009

Doncasters Aerospace Components, Shrewsbury

Selected for New Designers Selected as project manager of a 13 person team chosen by Senior
2010

Comprehensive experience working in a fast paced environment;
managing projects, applying complex engineering techniques and
contributing to lean manufacturing objectives.

Design Lecturers for inclusion on the Aston Inspired stand 2010 at the
Business Centre, London.

Software Skills
Web Designer
2004 - September 2013

Photoshop

Premiere

Dreamweaver

Solidworks

Illustrator

AfterEffects

HTML/CSS

Keyshot

InDesign

Axure

Processing

Arduino

Lloyd Pitt Web Design, Mid-Wales
Freelance web design projects completed for numerous clients, including
a photography firm and local charity.

NARRATIVES

MA, Thesis Project // 2015
Exploring people’s relationship with the digital world and the
tension between the value of physical and digital "things".
With ubiquitous access to massive online databases of
content, how does this affect our feelings of meaning and
value? Collaborating with psychologists, it promotes a
healthy and mindful way of making parts of our digital lives
more tangible and precious.
Surveys // Ethnography // Consult the Experts //
Cultural Probe // Informance // Agile Prototyping //
Visual Prototype // Arduino Prototype // Service
Mapping // User Journeys // App Wireframing // UI
Design // Animation

Narratives
Meaning and Memory in a
World of Digital Abundance

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

BOOK

BOOKMARK

BASE

Pre-printed with subtle conductive ink markings, each
spread is unique. It offers a blank canvas for the user to
write about important events and memories, adding small
related mementos.

The bookmark clips discreetly to the cover, and becomes a
link to the digital world. When the bookmark is placed on a
page, it automatically returns the related digital content on the
nearest smart device running the app.

The base becomes the hub which links the physical and
digital. Any content added to a story is automatically
pulled to the hard drive, making it off-grid, away from the
ever evolving landscape of platforms online.

HOW DOES CONDUCTIVE INK WORK?

1

CONDUCTIVE JOURNAL
The margin of each spread is printed in conductive ink
as a pattern of up to 12 markings, each one acting as
an embedded switch, forming a unique binary code.

2

3

INSTANT ACCESS
The code is then relayed to your device over
bluetooth, and the matching content retrieved
and presented.

INTELLIGENT BOOKMARK
When the bookmark lays on the page, a small amount of
electrical charge is sent through the page markings. Based on
which lines are printed, the bookmark can decipher the code
based on which switches are turned on.

WRITING A STORY

1/ COMPOSE

2/ CURATE

3/ REMINISCE

Prompt, write and illustrate memories and stories. Users
can control the exercise including notifications and routine.
A simple moment of reflection and mindfulness.

Attach pictures, video and music from across digital
services and devices using simple dynamic filters. A
digital-physical journal to hold your most important
moments and memories.

A physical trigger, which can bring important memories
back to the surface instead of hidden in hard-drives and
behind logins. Quickly dip into and explore stories and
content.

APP FEATURES

OVERVIEW

Story overview level shows main
collection image, as well as title and
book reference. Simply swiping
down takes users into the collection.

Story title and reference
connect the digital to
the physical page

Accent indicates
UI level to the user

COLLECTION

Story title and reference transitions to
the top of the screen within
collection view, indicating to the user
that they are within a collection.
Associated content is pulled from its
database, and can be filtered and
added. Users can explore other
related stories by using theme tags.

Simple swipe gestures
can move through all
levels of a story

Accent switches
when within a
collection

Filter collection
based on content
type

Type icon overlaid
on to content panel

CONTENT

When an item is selected it fills the
screen, and simple overlay controls
become visible depending on the
type of content.

Simple content controls
overlaid

Payment for new journal
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NARRATIVES
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TECHNOLOGY MAP
Client Side

ServerSide
Side
Server
Hybrid Mobile Application
Javascript based for cross-platform
compatibility.

Application Server
Used for managing API connections
as well as services like new journals
and upgrades.
WiFi IEEE 802.11

Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0
Acts as a listener and transmits code
when status is changed

NB: Not used to store any data or
files, these are solely stored on the
base station

Facebook Graph API
Use the Java SDK
to send requests for
content

Flickr
Java based JSON
requests for user
activity

Spotify Web API
Use Javascript access
token to request users
data

WiFi IEEE 802.11

USB 3.0 Port

SQL Local Server
To database and return
content when requested
by application

Capacity and Backup
Used to create image of app
database.
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TECHNICAL DETAIL
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BOOKMARK
COMPONENTS
1

Flexible Bookmark
Tyvek & Canvas
Screen Printed with
Conductive Ink

2

PCB / Bookmark
Ribbon
Custom Design

3

Front Fascia
ABS Plastic
Injection Moulded

4

5

6

7
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BASE
COMPONENTS

3

QI Reciever
Purchased component

1

Main Housing
Hardwood i.e. Elm
CNC Milled

Main Housing
ABS Plastic
Injection Moulded

2

Outer Bracket
Brushed Aluminium
Pressed/Bent

LED Cover
Translucent ABS Plastic
Injection Moulded

3

PCB
With Bluetooth/WiFi Module
Custom Design

Inner Chassis
ABS Plastic
Injection Moulded

4

Qi Transmitter
Purchased Component

5

PCB
With Bluetooth/WiFi Module
USB3.0 and power
Custom Design

8

Battery
Purchased
Component

9

Cover
ABS Plastic
Injection Moulded

6

Solid State Drive
Purchased Component

4

5

6

DESIGN PROCESS: ORIGINAL OBSERVATION

The digital world is growing, but we still respond uniquely to physical artefacts. What are users’ concerns and desires around technology and how they
use it?

Yes, it’s a shame that most of
my digital life is hidden away
on hard drives

Not really, its convenient
to have this stuff backed up
and organised online

Each week

1.3 Million
new iBook accounts

Spotify offers

We upload

30 Million

1.8 Billion

tracks for free

photos everyday

THE WORLD IS
BECOMING MORE
AND MORE
INVISIBLE

“I forget what digital photos I have and
never print them. I only listen to music
if it is on my mp3 player.”
“buying a hard copy with album artwork
was an event and something to cherish.”
“A level of ownership is lost, I used to be
able to say this is my copy of x album,
now it's usually just a file tucked away
on my laptop”
“it's bad that you don't go out and
experience things just store them in
your [computer] memory

Maybe, I miss having
some things more accessible
in the real world

Contemporary studies and reports highlighted how quicky we are moving
into a primarily digital world, and how vast these databases have become.

An online survey of 30 individuals, asking about their digital habits,
highlighted an underlying reluctance in moving from physical to digital.

ETHNOGRAPHY

What is important to you in your digital and physical libraries? Do you feel the
same about them? What are the differences?

5 different interviews and observations were completed, each one
showing examples of a kind of digital hoarding, building bloated
databases of “stuff”. In contrast, objects were more evocative, acting as
magnets for stories and memory.

CULTURAL PROBE

Map out your family and friends and then add a layer of the common interests
and influences that come to mind when you think of them.

This abstract activity uncovered the subtle relationships between the
digital content we produce and consume and the people we care about.

3 EMERGING STRATEGIES

Uniqueness

Serendipity

Ritual

ADD A SENSE OF
SCARCITY, INVESTMENT
AND URGENCY TO THE
DIGITAL

BREAKING HABITS,
ADDING SURPRISE TO
INCREASE FOCUS &
COMMITMENT

LEVERAGING THE
PHYSICAL, TO GIVE A
STRONGER SENSE OF
OWNERSHIP

THESE FORMED THE BASIS OF A SET OF DESIGN EXPERIMENTS

UNIQUENESS

The object music box embedded playlists of music
into evocative objects, and could be played back.

Closing the loop between objects, people and
music gave a novel way of triggering digital
content, using embedded RFID chips.

SERENDIPITY

Pulling a random image from your digital collection,
the photoframe mechanically recreates it over time.

Using delayed gratification as a technique to
create impact, an image emerges line by line
over a period of days.

RITUAL

Building a personal nostalgia bank over time, out
of sync with technological updates.

Connecting physical stories with the digital
world. Tactile QR stamps give an off-grid,
tangible ritual for managing our memories.

CONSULT THE EXPERTS

Building on the investigation into the psychological benefits of nostalgia and enduring technology, I sought advice and feedback from pioneers in the field.

Nostalgia fulfils basic psychological needs, such as a
sense of social connectedness, meaning of life,
self esteem but it also makes people more
optimistic about the future... bringing themselves
mentally outside of the timeline and looking at
their lives, they happen to be looking backwards but
it also gives them the opportunity to see
forwards.

Dr Jacob Juhl, Nostalgia Research Group, interviewed February 2015.
Leaders in publishing on the psychological mechanisms of memory.

How can we make parts of
the intangible digital world
more precious?

Richard Banks, Principle Design Manager, Microsoft Cambridge,
interviewed March 2015. Creater of “Technology Heirlooms” project and
author of “The Future of Looking Back”.

PERSONAS

What kind of user embodies the technological and psychological concerns in this project? What are their drivers and desires?

MICHAEL
SEMI-RETIRED

HEALTH WORKER

CLAIRE

LOUISE

SINGLE, 65 YEARS OLD
Lives alone, rural area
4 children
Technical Documentation

PARTNER, 35 YEARS OLD
Just moved from the City
1 young child

SINGLE, 24-YEARS OLD
Lives in City
Shares Flat

TRAINEE

“All the Snowden/NSA stuff fills me with suspicion about the technology I use, but
its already a big part of me life.”

“Definitely yes... I have boxes for almost every decade of my life with mementos that
remind me of events...”

“I miss having some things more accessible in the real world. I forget what digital
photos I have... I only listen to music if it is on my mp3 player.”

Michael has recently started moving into retirement, he still works 2 days a week from home. He
lives alone, all his children have left home. He has some health problems which make it difficult to
get out sometimes.

Claire has a 6-month old baby girl with her partner. They have recently moved as she wants her
child to grow up in the country, and this means she has had to find a new job

Louise has recently moved out of her parents house to the city after graduating. She has struggled
to find a job, and currently works as a trainee, although the position isn’t permanent or secure.

She uses apps like WhatsApp and Facebook to stay in touch with friends who have moved away.
She is not very publically active on Facebook, she finds most things she sees on her News Feed
pretty banal. She is still very much someone who buys physical objects (books, CDs) she isn’t afraid
of technology, but she doesn’t like the affordances they offer. She likes skimming through
collections, have her attention grabbed by something she hasn’t though about for a long time.
Ultimately her lack of trust in big technology companies prevents her from transitioning more of
her life digitally.

She sometimes finds herself bored in the evenings, and finds herself aimlessly searching online and
scrolling through Facebook. It generally makes her feel inferior to others, but on some level is
comforting. She has never liked the idea of publishing anything public to social media, she just
doesn’t think she does that much worth documenting like that. She has a couple of private groups
that she uses with different sets of friends to communicate with. She enjoys baking and homecraft
activities when she has time and a bit of motivation on evenings and weekends.

He is technology savvy to an extent, although the mobile devices and apps have mostly passed him
by. He has an old fashioned candy bar mobile, but is a experienced and effective PC user. He has
started to make contact with old friends with whom he had lost contact. Originally a musician from
the city, he has numerous memories, which he is reliving with old bandmates who have since
spread across the world. He does this mostly through Facebook and Skype.

TECHNOLOGY

TECH SAVVY GAUGE

MUSIC TASTE

TECHNOLOGY

TIME SPENT on TECHNOLOGY

Laptop
PC
Internet TV Services

TRUST in TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES

DIGITAL LIFE

FULLY DIGITAL

PHYSICAL
MEMENTOS

ORGANISED DIGITAL LIFE

REGULARLY COLLECT

DAB Radio

MP3 player

Sky or Cable TV

DIGITAL LIFE

FEELS LIFE BECOMING INVISIBLE

TRUST in TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES

FULLY DIGITAL

DAB Radio
Tablet
Internet TV Services

DIGITAL LIFE

PHYSICAL
MEMENTOS

ORGANISED DIGITAL LIFE

REGULARLY COLLECT

Digital photographs
Music library
Facebook albums
Facebook conversations
Recipes

PHYSICAL
MEMENTOS

FEELS LIFE BECOMING INVISIBLE

TRUST in TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES

FULLY DIGITAL

ORGANISED DIGITAL LIFE

REGULARLY COLLECT

CONSIDERS THEM HEIRLOOMS

CONSIDERS THEM HEIRLOOMS
Photos
Gig tickets & other stubs
Theatre programs
Postcards
Miscellaneous

MUSIC TASTE

STRONG DAILY ROUTINE

STRONG DAILY ROUTINE
Digital photographs
Digital videos
Music library
WhatsApp conversations

TECH SAVVY GAUGE

TIME SPENT on TECHNOLOGY

Smartphone

CONSIDERS THEM HEIRLOOMS
Family Photos
Tickets
Festival wristbands
Important gifts
Guitars

TECHNOLOGY

TIME SPENT on TECHNOLOGY

STRONG DAILY ROUTINE
Music library
Digital photographs
Films
Contacts
Email correspondence

MUSIC TASTE

Smartphone
Internet TV Services
Laptop

Mobile

TECH SAVVY GAUGE

Photos on wall and in boxes.
Recipes
Trinkets
Gig/Show tickets
Magnets

FEELS LIFE BECOMING INVISIBLE

The personas were modelled around the previous interviews and the potential target group. They also symbolise “users in transition” a key component of the
psychological theory. These users show the most benefit from reminiscing, and formed the reasoning behind users chosen for the empathy probe.

EMPATHY PROBE

Users living with a simplified prototype as a means
to understand how a product could be used.

Reminisincing once a day for a week using
prompts to write a story, using the prototype
to add digital content to each story, highlighed
frustrations around collating their digital
archives.

FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS

How did you feel about the exercise? Was the act
of writing therapeutic? What were the issues?

Each user commented on the act of writing in
this way being novel and engaging, but that
their digital worlds were dispersed and
impossible to navigate when they had
something particular in mind.

INFORMANCE

What could a product like this look like? Where
would it live and how would you want it to work?

Using quick and dirty physical prototypes, and
acting through scenarios as a group based on
their experiences, helped open up possibilities
and underlying preferences.

EARLY STORYBOARD

Based on insights, working through different scenarios of use.

PROMPT EARLIER IN DAY

Think of a
story about

DAY AT WORK (BACK OF MIND)

TOO LONG ON BAD HABITS...
GIVES NUDGE

Tell a story about

summer

OM

PT

SUMMER

Why don’t
you write that
story now?

PR

DEAD TIME

NUDGE

WRITE STORY
(Composing Mode)

TITLE

ADD TITLE & STAMP

Select source

Give it a title

_________

ADD CONTENT

Using simple storyboards early in the design process helped experiment with different interactions, and different combinations of insights gained from the
empathy probe.

Further development of configuration and form, working through different
languages for this new type of enduring technology product.

AGILE TO FINAL PROTOTYPE

Quick paper and foam modelling with different designs, before finalising the
concept and refining the material and finish of the visual prototype.

The process became about simplifying further and further until only the
minimal form remained. The concept is part-technology, part-heirloom
product, and so getting the right balance of enduring materials and finish
was key. The final model was built from Danish Elm and brushed aluminium.

PROOF OF CONCEPT PROTOTYPE

A new application of an emerging technology, but is it feasible?

The use of conductive ink on the page as a trigger for digital content was a
novel application. Through numerous iterations of Arduino circuitry and
code a working prototype was built, from which different UI animations
could be triggered by placing the bookmark on each page.

COMPOSING

USER FLOW

CURATION
Curate
Story Content

Prompt
Earlier in Day

Charting the full user process of the
system, and how the analogue and
digital intertwined.

REMINISCE

Add/Edit
Title

Notification

Bookmarked
Story

Open
App

Story
Overview

Random
Story

SETUP
Add/Edit
Content

Re-prompt

See
Collection?

Settings

Video

Music

N

Y

Receive
Product Pack

Connect Base
to Network

Tag list

Finish
Activity

N

Select
Source

Complete
Task

See
Original?

Images

Y

Y
N

Filter & Find
Y
Y

Prompt

Define
User

Edit
Collection?

N

Another
Story?

Y

N

User Has
Story
Associate
devices

Select
Write Story
Original
Location View

Confirm
Selection
Sync
Sources

Setup
Complete

Bookmark
Page
Owned
Content?
Add Title
& Tags

Y

N

Repeat?
N

This is version 4 of the user flow,
after refining and removing as
many steps as possible.

Finish
Activity

Store

Finish
Activity

Y

All
Required?
Y

Finish
Activity

N

Important?

Y

Purchase

N

Analogue
Step

Digital
Step

User Controlled
Schedule

WIREFRAMES

Formalising the UI details, information architecture, and how the screens
would relate to each other.

CROSS-PLATFORM

A UI which works across phone and tablet

Story title
Book #, Page #
0:00 PM

Story title
B1 P47

ADD CONTENT

Nisi honeste vivatur

TAG #1
TAG #2
TAG #3

Nisi honeste vivatur

Nisi honeste vivatur

Nisi honeste vivatur

+

Wireframes were completed for both phone and tablet, although as the
tablet provides the best user experience it became the main focus.

Narratives
Meaning and Memory in a
World of Digital Abundance

AEGIS HEADSET

MA, Agile Co-Design // 2014
The initial brief was to redesign the mobile headset.
Research revealed that technology is only useful if users can
confidently use it in situations they most need it. Given that
reliance on mobile phones for directions is growing, what
can be designed to give more confidence to users, make
them less of a target to thieves and potentially support them
should the worst happen and their phone is stolen?
Cultural Probe // Dreamscaping // Observational
Ethnography // Props to Prototypes // Immersion //
Agile Prototyping // Co-Design // User Journey // A/B
Testing

EARPHONES
MAGNETICALLY ATTACH
MICRO VIBRATION MOTOR
BUILT INTO EARPHONE CORDS

SPLIT BODY TO ACCESS EMERGENCY
BUTTON AVOIDING ACCIDENTAL PRESSES

TWIST BASE SECTION TO
CHANGE VOLUME

SETUP & USE
SET UNIQUE PROTOCOL

_set up protocol using mobile app
to designate what should be done
if something unfortunate happens
_set friends, companies or last
text/call as people to be notified

FOR MUSIC & CALLS

_unique and modern headset,
perfect for playing music and
taking calls on the move

FOR SAFETY & SECURITY

FOR EMERGENCIES

LOCK IT DOWN

_switch modes with a simple,
magnetic click

_emergency button sets off
protocol should the worst happen

_lock phone down remotely &
immediately within 100 metres

_let the headset guide you through
left and right vibrations, without
having your phone on display

_secure device and key services,
giving you one less thing to worry
about at a time of need

_save personal information &
banking details from being
accessed
_transmit current GPS location to
contacts
_the headset can continue to take
you to the destination using its
memory and GPS

YOUR EMERGENCY, YOUR PROTOCOL
SIMPLE OVERVIEW OF OPTIONS

EASY TO ADD OR REMOVE STEPS

CLEAR FEEDBACK

A
B

TECHNICAL DETAIL
C

EARBUD & CABLE

D

E

A
F

A

Bud Cushion

F

Magnet

B

Grill

G

Semi-Rigid Cable

C

Top Housing

H

Motor Casing

D

Audio Driver

I

Vibration Motor

E

Bottom Housing

J

Audio Cable

C

G

H

I
J

D
E
G
I
K
M
P

MAIN HOUSING

R

A

Volume Ring

L

Body +Power Ring

B

Core Base

M

Body -Power Ring

C

Core Housing

N

PCB Housing

D

Main Battery

O

+Power Connector

E

Core Cap

P

-Power Connector

F

Core -Power Ring

Q

PCB

G

Core +Power Ring

R

Main Battery

H

Core Magnetic Ring

S

Body Casing

I

PCB

T

Light Cable

J

Button

U

Inforced Connector

K

Body Magnetic Ring

V

External Cable

F
H
J
L

N

O Q
S

T

U
V

CULTURAL PROBE

What are smartphones really used for in a normal day? What are the issues
and frustrations?

DREAMSCAPING

Think of a situation you wouldn’t like to find yourself in. If your smartphone had
a super-power, how would it get out of this situation?
“Lost in a foreign country where it doesn’t
understand the language. It’s just in the
city somewhere and it doesn’t know
how to get to where it’s going…
probably start by calling its Mum [to get
out of there]”

“I could imagine my iPad being lost on a
train… not wanting to look lost around
people… it would find somewhere with a
Wi-Fi hotspot and use that to get its way out
of the Underground. It uses the powers of
technology over other people”

We are now so reliant on our phones for navigating, we use them even
when we are concious the area might not be safe, but we have no choice

Users talked about being lost, about the over-reliance on technology to
locate us, and not wanting to admit they need help.

IMMERSION

What does it feel like to be over-reliant on technology, feeling insecure? A
simple journey in an unknown area at night, minus the Google maps.

PROPS TO PROTOTYPES

You are lost at night in an unfamiliar place, but you have this emergency
button, what would you want it to do?

“Transmit my
location to 5
friends... I’d want it
to let me know
where I’m going...
Teleport to home...
Lock the phone
down!”

“Teleport me out
of there... or call
my Mum...
Protective shield...
Show me where
to go, it could
talk, but I find that
kind of annoying,
maybe it could let
me know where
I’m going with
mind control or
electric shocks”

Putting the designer in the position of the user clearly showed the panic
which can grow quickly when you get lost. The fight or flight response
when you feel in danger is built around hyper-sensitivity to the
environment, blocking sounds out with earphones makes you less aware.

By thinking more abstract, users gave much more insightful responses
that whilst impractical, uncovered latent desires which could be addressed

CO-DESIGN AND AGILE PROTOTYPES

Collaboration and iteration through user testing with quick prototypes working through different configurations and modes of use.

Simple bracelets, to relay directions via
vibration... “but do I want to have to wear 2 of
these all the time?”

Snapping a single bracelet into 2 to give left
and right when you need it... “but isn’t it just
another thing to remember?”

Recombining the concept with the headset...
“If I was going to carry it anyway, then I would
more likely use it...”

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

Scoping the required steps and inputs from the users needed to build their
own protocol in the case of an emergency.

Building this framework around the functionality which was raised in the
user testing gave a base to start designing different ways the UI could be.

WIREFRAME SKETCHES

Sketching quick versions of potential user interfaces, trying to streamline the
user journey of completing their protocol.

This led to the 2 strongest UI concepts, which could be taken forward and
tested with users.

A/B TESTING

Using functioning wireframes of 2 design concepts to test with a number of users, and getting feedback on the best design and structure.

A
Options
Overview

B
Minimal
Info

Seeing an overview of the different locks and alerts was key in the studies. Having enough information on what locks and alerts were turned on, what each
one did, and what other ones were available was really important. In addition, having clear feedback when a protocol step was added was seen as
reassuring, especially when it required specific details to function, like the bank card lock.

MICROSOFT NACS

MA, Envisioning Design Fictions // 2014
Group Project: Lloyd Pitt, Mokha Shristi, Maxime Moreaux,
Wathanga Muya
In collaboration with Microsoft Envisioning, looking at work
in 2035. In a future of freelance and homeworking, Nacs
offer a vision of how technology can coalesce with home-life
for a better work life balance. A design fiction, built on trend
research and ethnographic insight, showing a new way of
embodying technology.
Ethnography // Consult the Experts // Informance //
Visual Prototype // Persona & Scenarios // Service
Mapping // Scenario Video

A
VISION
OF
WORK
IN
2035?
combining current scenarios with future trends to create a view of the future of work
[qualitative + quantitative]

55%

2x

increase in flexible
employment since
1990

Freelance & Remote
Working

Ethnographic
Interview
“Running a business
within the home causes
chaos, my mind was in
chaos. Because you’re
home working, there are
expectancies”

McKinsey Global
Institute
The future of work in
advanced economies
(2013)
Leading companies
are also using
technology and flexible
work arrangements

What its like to be a
working Mum survey,
The Ladders (2013)

shortage of
skilled workers
by 2020

Work-Life
Balance

$14

25

revenue of
cognitive technology
industry by 2020

Internet
of Things

Allied Computing
Group, 2014

MumsNet Discussion
“Dearest husband will
pick up slack if I have to
work late and vice versa”

McKinsey Global
Institute
The World at Work
(2013)
“Many nations can
narrow the skills gap by
raising the labour force
participation rate of
college-educated
women”

Closing Skills
Gap

40

billion

billion
connected devices
by 2020
Gartner Inc, ITxpo 2014

38-40m

of women say its
overwhelming to
excel at both
career and family

zettabytes of data
by 2020

Cognitive
Technologies

The Digital Universe, 2012

Cloud
Computing

Sarah Drinkwater,
Head of Google
Campus Interview
“Diversity isn’t just a
moral issue, it’s good
for business”

Lucy

30

Lucy
Work
from home
Mother

1 year old
child, life
partner

Lives in
CITY

Wants her
career to
be a success

30

Work
from home
Mother

1 year old
child, life
partner

Lives in
CITY

Wants her
career to
be a success

Lucy has a 1 year old child, which is her first. She took maternity

Lucy has a 1 year old child, which is her first. She took maternity leave
leavefrom her job, and is now she is looking to reintegrate with
from her job, and is now she is looking to reintegrate with work. work. Government legislation has given her much more control over
Government legislation has given her much more control over how
she
how
she will return to work, although she cares about her career
will return to work, although she cares about her career and is motivated
and is motivated to find a healthy balance. She is concerned about
leaving
to find a healthy balance. She is concerned about leaving her child,
and her child, and is determined to minimise child care as she
wants to spend as much time with her child before school age, and
is determined to minimise child care as she wants to spend as much
it is prohibitively expensive. Money is a concern for her family, as
time with her child before school age, and it is prohibitively expensive.
Money is a concern for her family, as their mortgage is expensive.their mortgage is expensive.
She works from home now, so she can look after her child, this puts

She works from home now, so she can look after her child, this puts
pressure on her to cater for all the needs of the household. She
pressure on her to cater for all the needs of the household. She works
works in
in the office a day or 2 per week depending on projects. Her
the office a day or 2 per week depending on projects. Her key issue
is
key issue is flipping focus between her two worlds, and she carries
flipping focus between her two worlds, and she carries guilt whenguilt
shewhen she works when her family are at home, but also feels
she is letting her career down. She is overwhelmed. She knows she
works when her family are at home, but also feels she is letting her
needs to maximise her time, but her broken day leaves her with
career down. She is overwhelmed. She knows she needs to maximise
small
her time, but her broken day leaves her with small windows of time
to windows of time to get stuff done but she is indecisive.
get stuff done but she is indecisive.

She also tries to find time to go to fitness classes like yoga, but
regularly misses them because of workload and prioritising work and
She also tries to find time to go to fitness classes like yoga, but regularly
family.

misses them because of workload and prioritising work and family.

WHAT?
Creating a digital tool that subtly helps manage and prioritize the demands and
expectancies of work and home life in real time. This telepresent ambient device
learns the behaviour of the user and the family through sentimental analysis
and work patterns, filtering the tasks that need to be done urgently.
This helps resolve the conflicts and feelings of guilt that
young mothers experience when juggling between
work and family.

WHO?
WHY?
Ethnographic research reveals the chaotic
environment that independent business
owners working from home struggle with.
Finding the time to meet the demands of
work and life simultaneously is often very

Young families, particularly young
mothers, who daily have to deal with a
variety of competing demands; school
run, domestic chores, house upkeep and
work tasks.

1

3

4

2

5

6

7

Early storyboards helped explore different scenarios through the personas we had created, and identify opportunities for design intervention. Here we are
starting to investigate how technology can fit more seamlessly into family life, and prevent distractions and conflicts between work and home life.
Storyboard and sketches completed by Lloyd Pitt and Mokha Shristi

Nacs

Each Nac serves a single purpose, directly translated into its form. This puts a stop to the way current devices are multi-use, and pull users into them. As a
system Nacs monitor your world, and only interrupt when something is urgent, letting you deal with it in situ. Focus on what’s in front of you, not your phone.

Nacs
Input
Microsoft Nacs is a system which monitors
and assesses notifications and messages
from a variety of sources across your life,
making you more efficient and resilient to
work and home pressures.

Analyse
Nacs carefully analyses what’s going on at work and home, balancing the needs of the whole family. Within
the home, the Nacs act as filters and protectors between work and home. They only interrupt if it is in your
best interests. Using sentiment analysis and cognitive technology, schedules, tasks and emergencies can
be analysed, and the load shared based on who is best placed to deal with whatever comes up.

Notify

Flow

Different Nacs allow for different interactions,
and serve you, only presenting themselves
when a task can be completed to avoid hassle
later. They help stop distraction, and getting
pulled into work when you shouldn’t.

By working as a team, and protecting family
time, Nacs allow you to concentrate on what’s
important. They will let you know if anything
needs your attention, and give you the right
tool to deal with it efficiently.

Lucy
Homeworking and looking
after her son, she can divide
her time more efficiently, without
becoming distracted by work.

John’

s Cloud

playgroups

Lucy’s Clo

ud

REVIEWER
Lets you visual check
and approve documents

health clubs

What is the input?
Schedule

Work Task

Email

Call

Emergency

Is this specific to Lucy or John?

school

WORK

Not specific

EMAIL
Check and return
important emails

No, add it to the cloud
for later

Whose schedule is free to sort the issue, or has
the least urgent engagement?
Lucy

colleagues

John

Is this urgent? Does it effect current situation or will
dealing with it now save time later?
Yes, its best to show
them now

Doctors

Lucy

John

reminders
Use to catch project
ideas around other tasks

Where are they located to be notified?
Out of the house

Home

CALENDAR
parents

View and confirm
schedule updates
Notify device they are carrying

John
Working in the office, John
can know when he needs to
adapt his work plans.

Nacs

BBC PARCELS

D&AD Student Awards // 2010
Finalist: Commendation Winner
Create a product where users through their interaction with
one another can explore and discover BBC content. How
do you create a single idea that relates to such a broad
demographic as BBC iPlayer users?

Competitor Analysis // Demographic Study // UI
Design // User Journey // Animation

create a social and sharing aspect to BBC iPlayer allowing users
to discover and engage with a greater range of BBC content

Send Parcel

CLIP:

NEWS:

TV:

Reading &
Leeds
Festival: The
Libertines

Pete Doherty
had 'serious
anxiety attack'
before
cancelling...

Later... with
Jools Holland:
Series 47:
Episode 3

Clip Snip
Edit Message
Post Type
SEND

BBC Parcels does exactly this. The ability to send links, clips and almost anything else from across the BBC service, allows users to share in a quick, simple and
engaging way. It is not based on top tens, or social networking style comments. It is a personal, spontaneous process. It creates the same feeling as opening a real
parcel, and is based on recommendations from someone who knows what you like.

features.

Show Details

Send Parcel

When the user wants to
start a parcel, they simply
click on the icon in the top
right of the screen, and the
parcel bar will open.

Parcel Bar

Drag & Drop

CLIP:

NEWS

Reading &
Leeds
Festival: The
Libertines

Pete D
had 'se
anxiety
before

The user simply clicks and
drags an image from the
main window, and the link
is placed into the parcel.
A tag is added along with a
thumbnail of the content.

This bar will remain open
until sent, saved or closed.

Your Message
Glad we saw them at the festival this summer, looks like Pete’s
missing gigs again...

Create Clips

A major feature of BBC
Parcels is the ability to add
clips to your parcel.

Add Details

Using the create marker
icon, users can highlight
the exact point of interest
within a video to the
recipient.

When the user has completed
putting the parcel together,
they can then add a message
and recipient details before
sending.
Parcels could be sent to
numerous emails, or
Facebook, creating chains
of distributed content.

This allows the user to roam
across the entire BBC, not
just iPlayer, when adding
content to their parcel.

A completed parcel with content from across the BBC.
CLIP:

NEWS:

TV:

Reading &
Leeds
Festival: The
Libertines

Pete Doherty
had 'serious
anxiety attack'
before
cancelling...

Later... with
Jools Holland:
Series 47:
Episode 3

Personal E-mail

Chris Cross

Joe Kerr

Clip Snip
Edit Message
Post Type
SEND

Facebook

Chris has sent you a BBC Parcel
Pete’s at it again!

Chris Cross
Joe Kerr

NEWS:

Petes at it again!!
g
Glad we saw them at the festival this summer, looks like Pete’s
missing gigs again...
Glad we didn’t buy those tickets for the Camden show!

Pete Doherty had 'serious
anxiety attack' before
cancelling gigs and Live
Lounge

TV:
Later... with Jools Holland:
Series 47: Episode 3

CLIP:
Reading & Leeds Festival:
The Libertines

The parcel can be sent by personal email,
linking to the created parcel within iPlayer.

Alternatively the parcel can be sent to
Facebook, as either a wall post or message.

The recipient can click the link to access
all the enclosed information, including
any clips that have been marked.

Tapping into Facebook’s vast network of
people, BBC Parcels could be used as a
neat alternative to sending plain links.
BBC.CO.UK/PARCELS/JU865X

Load full parcel in BBC iPlayer

REPLY

The recipient is also encouraged to return
a parcel, and in this way the sharing of
BBC content should begin to flow.

YouTube videos are currently very
popular posts on Facebook, BBC Parcels
could become the new method of sharing.

storyboard.

SEND

access and enjoy iPlayer as normal

as you watch, find content that makes you think of someone

open a parcel, allowing you to quickly mark the content

Send Parcel

CLIP:
Reading &
Leeds
Festival: The
Libertines
SEND

drag and drop the image into the parcel

SEND

explore more BBC content, and pack the parcel with interesting links

Chris has sent you a BBC Parcel
ChrisJoe
Cross
Kerr

Show Message

Send Parcel

Pete’s at it again!

NEWS:

Petes at it again!!

Pete Doherty had 'serious
anxiety attack' before
cancelling gigs and Live
Lounge

Glad we saw them at the festival this summer, looks like Pete’s
missing gigs again...

TV:

Post Type

chris.cross@hotmail.com

Glad we didn’t buy those tickets for the Camden show!

TV:

CLIP:

Later... with
Jools Holland:
Series 47:
Episode 3

Reading &
Leeds
Festival: The
Libertines
SEND

break outside of iPlayer and add content from across the BBC services

BBC Parcels is a simple idea. It is not meant to be complex, or
exclusive. Its sole purpose is to create a method of sharing,
and create loops between friends and relatives.

Later... with Jools Holland:
Series 47: Episode 3

joe.kerr@hotmail.com
CLIP:
Reading & Leeds Festival:
The Libertines

SEND
SEND
Load full parcel in BBC iPlayer

The key is that the functionality of the product means it is as
easy for a grandmother to share a parcel of CBBC articles and
games with a grandchild, as it is for a younger man to share
festival highlights with a friend.

REPLY
NEWS:

TV:

Pete Doherty
had 'serious
anxiety attack'
before
cancelling...

Later... with
Jools Holland:
Series 47:
Episode 3

The key is the spontaneous way it can be used to share BBC
content from across its entire service.

SEND

fill out the traditional tag, with a message and email to send

wait for the parcel to be opened, enjoyed, and the favour returned

mobile compatibility.

Creating a mobile compatible version of BBC Parcels would be a natural progression to the
service, and a way for people to reply on the move.
By simply adding a parcel tab to the current menu options, a symbol would appear next to
all suitable media. By tapping the symbol it would be added to the parcel.
Entertainment

The parcel could then be reviewed, a message attached, and sent in a similar manner to
the web based service.
Although it would be a simpler proposition, without drag & drop and clip creation, this
would still promote the flow of parcels back and forth between users.

Done

S

Reading & Leeds Festival: The Libertines

Pete Doherty had 'serious anxiety
attack' before cancelling gigs and
Live Lounge
23 hours ago | NewsBeat

Pete Doherty suffered a "serious anxiety
attack" which forced the Libertines to
cancel shows and a Radio 1 Live
Lounge appearance.
Two gigs in London and Manchester were
called off due to an "emergency medical
situation" last week.
The band released a statement on their
Albion Rooms site explaining it happened
11.20

120.20

MORE

UNIDRIVE M APPS

Emerson, Digital Marketing // 2015
Mobile apps designed to promote product launch, acting as
a sales tool and exhibition draw. Project lead working with
consultants and developers to wireframe and iterate highly
finished and usable mobile applications.
Business Goals // Information Architecture //
Wireframing // Developer Selection // Budget &
Timeline Management // UI Design // User Training //
Exhibitions & Demonstrations

DISCOVER UNIDRIVE M

An app to introduce the most comphrensive range
of products launched in the company’s history.

An easy to use reference guide to a new product range, which could be used by both customers and sales teams.To serve the biggest number of sales
representatives, engineers in the field and purchasing managers, the application was developed natively for iOS, Android and web. All of these are controlled
and updated from a single back office, and updates could be pushed out, meaning users always had the latest information available as the product evolved
in the period after launch.

BROWSE PRODUCTS & INFO

FILTER OR SEARCH INDUSTRY

Swipe through full drive range, and delve
deeper into each set of product information.

If the user has specific requirements and is
new to the range, they can search for specific
parameters or the application they are looking
for, to compare matching drives.

CONTACT SALES NETWORK

Location data or inputted postcode can be
used to show the user their nearest distributor,
and give them a direct way of contacted sales
and support.

Through wireframing and discussion, an app specifically aimed at industrial automation engineers was created to inform them of a new product range.
Features included searching by specification, product comparison and interactive mapping of Drive Centers and Distributors. As project manager, my role
was to visit and select a development house, create wireframes and discuss these with the team, whilst taking responsibility for budget and delivery.

UNIDRIVE M AUGMENTED
REALITY SERIES

An engaging experience to bring the new
product range to life in a realistic setting.

The app was used as a method of attracting interest to our exhibition stand, and targets that triggered the augmented reality were provided so visitors could
take the experience home with them. The key feature of the app was to give a realistic application scene, allowing the user to explore each drive in a typical
manufacturing setting. As technical lead on this project, I brought my expertise in web and mobile technologies, a keen eye for user experience and a
practical knowledge of the hardware, leading me to travel to Nuremberg, Germany to run the app at the exhibtion where the Unidrive M products were being
launched.

Demonstrating the core benefits of the new product range, an example scene was created which included example applications for each drive in the range.
The user could explore each part of the process, view the drive which was controlling a particular stage and bring up key specifications. Used as a sales tool,
and as a way of clearly making sense of a large but specifically targetted product range.

Thanks you for looking, I hope it
was interesting.
See more projects and process
online, or get in contact, I look
forward to talking.

lloydpittdesign.co.uk
hello@lloydpittdesign.co.uk
+44 (0) 7411 35 27 27

